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Report on online Term Test conducted in 
FDS during lockdown
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Based on the advice of the Honorable Vice Chancellor and Pro 

Vice Chancellor an initiative was taken by Dean to run online 

term test 2 for all the BDS students which was due in April 

Associate Dean Dr Kavitha & Aca Registrar Dr Lavanya in 

coordination with Operations Manager Mr Anthoney explored 

various means /modes that can be adopted for the online testing.
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Challenges; 

1. 54% of the BDS students did not have laptops

2. Internet connectivity 

3. Monitoring issues.
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Solution; 

Google forms used in as the platform to create test for exams online

Advantages of Google form

1. No need to download any app or software to use Google forms

2. Works on all browsers and applications like ok Mac and Android
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High end security features like two step verification process for the course 

leaders and options to add collaborators to review and evaluate answers
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Real Time Response Capture
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Real time Auto- Generated Question wise results analysis
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Digital Evaluation with easy interface-Question wise/Individual Answer
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Platforms used for assessment

1. Google forms ; for question paper building , distribution and evaluation

2. Form limiter ; to set timer and to limit the number of response submitted by each 

student

3. Zoom; for monitoring the students during assessments at live and also recording the 

assessment session and to record attendance

Google forms Form limiter
Zoom
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Process
1. Question paper templates were shared (through mail) to all the 

Course Leaders to prepare the QP for digital test
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2. Time table for assessments was prepared and distributed among the students 

through mail and Whatsapp and all the students were informed about the process 

& procedures
OnLine Term Test 2 Schdule for 27.04.2020

DATE Subject Year Test Start and End Time Zoom Meeting Start & End Time Zoom Meeting ID Password

27.4.2020 DADH FIRST BDS 10.00AM-10.30AM 9.55AM- 10.30AM 715 4992 9727 1emAY4

27.4.2020 DM Cons Second BDS 2.00 PM - 2.30PM 1.55PM- 02.30PM 759 1105 2012 9Yaduy

27.4.2020 DM Prostho Second BDS 2.35PM- 03.05PM 2.30 PM - 3.05PM 742 2969 0367 8qVFs8

27.4.2020 Oral Path Third BDS 12.00PM - 12.30PM 11.55AM- 12.30PM 761 9243 3903 6Dgq2b

27.4.2020 OMFS Final BDS 11.00AM - 11.30AM 10.55AM- 11.30AM 733 6851 9252 9SzQeq

27.4.2020 OMDR Final BDS 4.00PM- 4.30PM 3.55PM- 4.30PM 722 4293 8394 5c6hw4
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3. A training session was held by Mr Anthony operations manager of fds for all the staffs

on QP building over Google forms with answer key login for MCQs and how to evaluate

short answers and long answers using Google analytic
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4. Training Session recordings uploaded to faculty YouTube channel and 
shared with all faculty for reference

https://youtu.be/30ol7k-Ori8

https://youtu.be/30ol7k-Ori8
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5. Students were given a mock online assessment before the actual exam for 

their hands on experience to the new process adopted and found successful with 

100% attendance and participation
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6. The course leaders successfully prepared question paper on Google forms 
and online test where conducted successfully as per the schedule.
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7. The Chief and Deputy superintendent along with the Associate deans 
and Head of the departments where part of the zoom meetings which 

were live for the students assessments and monitoring.
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8. The medical faculty also where part of the assessment and where also 
part of the zoom meetings for meeting purpose and was well 

appreciated by them for the transparent process chosen by the 
academic team without any technical glitches.
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9. The evaluation process is completed by the course leaders within due time and 
after review of scores and performances by the course leader and the head of the 
department the scores will be shared with the students through their meals and 

that completed the online test process for Theory.
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Mr Jesudass Anthoney
Manager Operations
FDS, RUAS


